
Mr. Schiele 

 

Kay sorrowfully emerged from the murky depths of her dreams, somewhere in the 

midst of one especially harsh and frosty morning. One stray sunray had gently 

illuminated her towheaded face, soaking her skin through the fair whitish drapery, 

filling the room with an odd smell of linden and ripe fig jam. She seemingly awoke, 

quietly roared from the bottom of her throat, and crawled out of bed in a tortured, 

feeble manner. The apartment, which she temporarily occupied, resembled an odd 

symbiosis between an antiques repository and a greenhouse. Kay’s brother was in 

the habit of dragging in any misguided wardrobe, sofa, and the occasional chair, 

previously ruthlessly abandoned on a chance street or corner, collecting them with no 

apparent reason or purpose. The plants can be attributed to the woman, who with no 

apparent reason or purposes was living with him at that time.  

Kay slipped out of the moldy vaulted apartment building. She circled the newly 

formed pond on the dissolute pavement in front of the entrance, and with as much 

willpower as she could muster, set a course for the nearby coffee-shop. As she was 

comfortably arranged on a humpback rickety chair, Kay’s gaze wandered off 

somewhere between the ceiling fan's oscillating vanes. With the years, the silk-like 

water had predictably ebbed away from her eyes, which had now faded to the 

contagious green hues of seaweeds in August. Simultaneously, her hair previously 

soaked in honey had acquired a darker hue, due to the thorns quickly spreading 

inside her head. In this otherwise uneventful day, only thoughts of her recent roaming 

in the fields of dreams could lift her spirits. During the night she had traveled several 

light years to find herself with absolute accuracy on Titan’s north pole. There, in an 

edifice beyond human contemplation, an arcane ritual is taking place. The building 

resembles a gothic church, with slender sharp arches, which support a painted dome 

(an epitome of the semi-sphere). Crystal cut windows flow down in between the 

arches, allowing the gradual celestial dispersal of the unknown soft blue light. A large 

pool filled with steel-colored clear water is arranged in the middle of the internal 

space. Kay is levitating inside a large crystal sphere, floating on the pool’s silky 

surface. As she moves through space in her ethereal white dress, Kay lifts her gaze 

towards the dome. She discovers the ceiling constitutes a colossal watch without 

dials, whereby every hour is marked by a mystical, far away planet. Kay closes her 

eyes and reappears inside another dream realm. She has been there before, but only 

in her nocturnal state of self-abandonment. Kay observes from the bottom of a 

narrow blue corridor, which has three or four doors left ajar. The hallway is filled with 

the permeable scent of jasmine and soft whispers. At the other end of the corridor, 

two female figures traced in light exist in a torpid state, swollen with tears.  

-One more? - An oddly charming and childlike pocky waiter interrupted Kay’s trance 

while pointing at her empty coffee cup. 

-No, thanks… 



-Be careful not to forget your watch. – As he finished his remark, the waiter 

positioned an antique silver watch on the wobbly table in front of Kay. She extended 

a bewildering glance at the boy, which she meant as a question, but he confused for 

simple absentmindedness.  

-It was right next to the foot of your table. Must have fallen out. 

Kay looked around. She was the only customer in the coffee shop. She paid in haste 

and collected the foreign antique with a reluctant sweep of her hand. Her next stop 

was a vaguely known antique shop, slowly dying away somewhere in the 

neighborhood outskirts’ abandoned arcades.  

The miserable miniature bell above the door announced her entrance, while her 

soaking wet shoes spread ice and mud on the frail crumbled parquet. Kay waited for 

the owner, a formerly suave middle-aged man, who, in his fortunate days, bore a 

striking resemblance to a warmed up cadaver. Kay had frequented the shop with her 

brother in their futile attempts to sell a certain exponent from his bizarre collection. 

She placed the silver watch on the transparent counter, under which countless 

objects like brass casings, pink puff boxes, and gold coins, were chaotically spread 

on a spotted silk cloth. Kay was interested predominantly in the watch’s selling price, 

which made the owner arrange himself on top of a turning bar stool. He commenced 

a detailed inspection of the object, with his skilled hands and eyes scrutinizing every 

millimeter of the antique. After a few seemingly approving growls and head 

movements, the owner raised his eyes and muttered: 

-I would have given you a very good price for it. It’s a perfectly preserved collectible, 

especially for this region. However, the ink imprint has completely ruined it. Such an 

odd personalization makes it entirely useless to me, or to you I guess. 

Kay once again obtained a look of bewilderment, whereby the owner pointed out to 

her the inside of the watch’s leather leash. There, in elegant cursive script, an 

address and a name were printed. All of a sudden, some form of neglected curiosity 

stirred up Kay’s internal existence. Inside the caverns of her consciousness, 

something twisted up and snapped, relieving at least momentarily the hermetic 

immobility of her existence as of the past few months. Kay abruptly disappeared, 

leaving behind only muddy puddles and the scent of frost.  

Once the saturated cosmic blue spilled over the sky, the darkness was complete. 

While a few imaginary playground lovers dissolved in the artificial street stars, Kay 

found herself on the inked address. She was facing a milk-white seven-story brittle 

building from another era. The entrance was being guarded by two mothers of 

angels- gypsum female facial molds, eternally remembered in their ambivalent 

expressions. Kay passed through the hefty mahogany door, which lead into a soft-

light marble foyer, which at first glance consisted of a maroon sofa, a rogue weeping 

fig in a petite ceramic pot, and a small porter’s glazed counter. In front of the archaic 



elevator, the high-shouldered and bony porter stood erect, a contemporary Cerberus, 

and as soon as he noticed Kay, barked with hostility: 

-Who do you intend on visiting? 

-Mr. Schile – Kay hardly managed to finish her laconic answer, before the porter shot 

out dryly his next vexing question: 

-Are you expected? 

-No. I’m here to return a lost object. 

As she answered, Kay, pulled out the heavy watch from her inner pocket, in order to 

prove her statement. At this moment, the porter’s eyes gleamed with servitude, as his 

voice rolled in for shadow work. He leaned in slightly, looking down on Kay from his 

considerably higher position.  

-I understand. Why don’t you give me the watch and I’ll make sure Mr. Schiele 

receives it as soon as possible? 

This possible turn of events certainly wasn’t what Kay envisioned. She had traversed 

the entire city in search of the object’s owner, partially relying on a probable and 

hopefully considerable financial compensation for her troubles. Still, the majority of 

her impetus came from Kay’s mystifying sense of an approaching adventure, which 

would expectantly drag her out of her life’s trial winter domesticism.  

-I would prefer to return the watch in person. 

The porter’s inner vicious creature came to life, as his sharp teeth glinted in a 

condescending, exaggerated smile.  

-I’m afraid it’s simply too late to disturb Mr. Schiele with such a minor matter. 

-Look, I’m either going to deliver the watch in person or I’m going to leave. It’s up to 

you. 

The porter’s vicious smile curled up as he sharply reached over the miniature desk. 

He picked up the receiver of an unseen black telephone and started dialing with 

transparent spite. They were waiting in silent resentment for each other when the 

other line came through. 

-Yes, Mr. Schile? Yes, it’s me Thomas from downstairs. I’m sorry to bother you, but 

there’s a very insistent girl here, who wants to talk to you…Yes?  

The porter inspected Kay with an apparent nuance of disgust and answered. 

-Are you sure? I see.  

The moment he put down the receiver, the porter shifted his gaze away from Kay and 

passively exhaled: 



-The fifth floor, turn left from the elevator, the red door at the end of the corridor.  

The fifth floor’s hallway was illuminated by a soft green light. A certain kind of 

backward noise absorbed Kay’s mind once she reached the blood-red door. Before 

she could knock, the door opened as if Mr. Schiele had predicted the liquid measure 

of her steps.  

A rather frail old man in an ironed light-blue suit and incorrectly buttoned-up white 

shirt was standing calmly in front of Kay. His frivolous silver hair and coated in diluted 

blue, apparently unseeing eyes gave Mr. Schiele a heartbreaking expression of 

childish excitement with overtones of haunted disrepair. Staring somewhere beyond 

Kay and slowly disappearing into himself, Mr. Schiele uttered with a vibrating bass: 

-Karina? Karina, darling is it you? It’s you, isn’t it? 

Before he had finished his unsteady realization, the old man stretched out his pale, 

venous arms and enclosed Kay in a tender embrace. Struck by a sense of fierce 

heavy fear, Kay stood there helplessly in a state of utter confusion, trying to suspend 

the imminent death of this mentally divergent man’s world. Impulsively deciding to 

conceal her foreign voice (and consequently: identity) for as long as possible, Kay 

allowed Mr. Schiele’s embrace.  

-I’m so glad you came back. I thought I’ll never see you again. - said Mr. Schiele in 

his overpowering exhilaration, beckoning Kay inside the apartment with extreme 

eagerness, of which it seems only children and elderly people are genuinely capable. 

Kay crystalized the realization that the old man would probably never actually see 

Karina, who had dissolved somewhere inside the dark side of time. While she hung 

up her coat in the hallway, Kay noticed only one pair of leather shoes, only one 

winter coat, and a lonely hat, hanging dejectedly on its hook. This minor discovery 

both soothed her mind and burdened her soul.  

-Let’s go into the kitchen. It’s warmer there. I’ll start a pot of tea and you can tell me 

everything I’ve missed. 

Kay shivered with anticipation and quietly commenced: 

-Actually, I came to see you with a different purpose… 

Mr. Schiele slowly turned around. His gaze permeated Kay in its different shades of 

blue, refracting in a peculiar combination between a somnambulant tremor and the 

dense wisdom of a Greek oracle. Mr. Schiele collectedly replied: 

-It doesn’t matter, Kari. We can talk about it later. Please, I couldn’t bear the past 

right now. 

Probably Mr. Schiele was still under the illusion of having a self, while his mind was in 

a tragic form past the point of no return. This is probably reason why his external 



memory allowed him to misrecognize Kay and her voice. Regardless, Kay was stirred 

by a strange affection and decided to sustain the old man’s delusion. 

Mr. Schiele was attempting to prepare a pot of tea with the ease that such an 

ordinary chore usually required, but painfully realized the palpable inadequacy of his 

actions. After a short exchange of the necessary niceties and lies, Mr. Schiele 

vibrantly shifted the topic and suggested exuberantly: 

-Let’s have dinner together. We can cook something in here, for such a special 

occasion. - Suddenly, he was visibly confused and his gaze had a vacant appeal.-

Unfortunately, I’m guessing I have nothing to prepare right now. Recently, cooking 

became a rather challenging and unnecessary task for me.- He instinctively raised 

his frail hands to the skull’s orbits, in the depth of which his ghostly eyes had sunk.- 

Do you mind going out to buy some products from the shop down the street? You 

know, the one with the painted door, where your mother used to send you in the 

afternoons? 

While Kay was putting on her shabby coat, Mr. Schiele rummaged through the 

depths of the hallway’s cherry cupboard. He fished out a few bills and insistently 

handed them over to Kay: 

-That’s for the groceries. I don’t know how much is there, so if it’s not enough, just let 

me know.  

Kay opened her palm to find five crumbled up 100-pound bills.  

Uncomfortably arranged on a frozen doorstep facing the shop down the street, Kay lit 

up a cigarette in blurred contemplation of the near future. She could easily just run 

away now and use the groceries money and the watch to alleviate her animalistic 

way of life, which for her represented the endless flux of reality. This would, of 

course, be the most natural course of action in a world where the flesh has been 

consumed by lust, the city is currently only noise, and the eyes always want more 

without being satisfied, and thus leave the soul restless and in complete disrepair. 

She was currently feeling as if her entire existence was flung beyond the edge of 

space. Suddenly, Kay’s glance was crossed by a silent hunter with the walk of a 

black puma, grasping between his carnivorous teeth a fragile bird. After the murderer 

and his victim were swallowed up in the curve of the Earth, Kay’s eyes traced the 

scarlet, downward spiral trail in the fresh light snow. She finished her cigarette and 

headed for the store.  

When she reappeared in front of the odd blood-red door, Kay noticed that once again 

Mr. Schiele answered the door before she could ring the bell. After she left her shoes 

and placed the remaining money on the cherry cupboard, Mr. Schiele led Kay into the 

first room down the corridor, which turned out to be the living room. It represented a 

somewhat complete purity of form. A soft, bluish-green carpet had germinated from 

the hardwood floor, while the windows’ pale paint was meekly peeling off. The 



curtains were missing, even though the rims were in place. The room was immersed 

in furniture marked by various eras and styles, which somehow managed to clash 

harmoniously without appearing distasteful. The left wall was entirely covered by a 

lavish library, near which a feeble and sickly yellow ficus plant emerged from a 

broken pot. In attendance was also a massive glazed cabinet, an aging 

representative of the Biedermeier style, which hid behind its sliding glass doors 

mountains of dust, which engulfed dignified cut crystal glasses, and a contained 

amount of silverware. A dense smell of toasted bread floated through the room, 

fusing with the inexplicable and sticky scent of jasmine since, except the ficus, other 

plants didn’t live in the apartment. Among the described setting, Mr. Schile’s slightly 

hunched posture, the jerky movements of his head, and his osseous hands made 

him look like a frightened, yet majestic tamed raven. 

After extensive dinner preparations, Mr. Schiele and Kay sat on the small square 

table. Abruptly, the demanding ghostly sound of church bells soaked in through the 

windows. The old man’s words reached Kay in the form of an untidy echo: 

-How odd, it can’t be midnight already. What’s the time? 

-I don’t know, I don’t have a watch… 

Kay sank in her chair and felt with trembling hands the heavy watch still waiting at the 

bottom of her coat’s pocket. Her balancing act had reached a breaking point. 

-I think we have to talk about something. 

-I know. - Mr. Schile lifted his milky eyes.  

- You do?  

-Of course. You saw I’m not wearing the watch you gave me. 

Kay loosened the grip on the watch in a sort of undetermined anticipation.  

-I honestly don’t know how it happened. – Mr. Schiele continued. - I enjoyed wearing 

the watch because it reminded me of you, but I hardly ever did so as not to lose it. 

And I did. I wore it today and found out it was gone only after I came back home. I 

went back to search for it, but it had disappeared. When the phone rang today from 

downstairs, I knew you were here and remembered the watch. I guess what 

happened was an exchange in a cosmic sense- I lost the watch, but you came back 

to me. And I got a second chance. Maybe there was a perfect moment to tell you I’m 

sorry that passed me by completely. I know I doomed myself to missed connections, 

but I want to tell you I’m sorry about the past, Kari. I really am. 

Mr. Schiele’s eyes drowned within themselves, as his voice trembled under the 

influence of a private atonement for an unremembered past. Kay felt a strange, yet 

subtle affection for the man’s sudden private revelation in this space before the 



beginning and after the end. Her thoughts were bare and her soul was trembling. She 

reached out and gently took Mr. Schiele’s hand, uttering an orphan line: 

-It doesn’t matter anymore. I forgive you. I’m glad I came back. 

Kay left shortly after dinner, with the watch, promising the old man she’ll visit him 

soon. Once she came back to her earthly life, Kay gave the watch to her brother. She 

now understood that all of his stray furniture and objects simply constituted internal 

episodes of the highly fragmented and dissipated human existence.  Kay never came 

back to see Mr. Schiele.  

After dinner, Mr. Schiele cleared the table in a deft and calm manner. Then, he went 

to the second door down the corridor, took a set of keys from his pocket and 

unlocked what apparently was his bedroom. He switched on the plain light bulb, 

illuminating the bare cracked ceiling, and peacefully sat on the edge of his bed. He 

slowly reached for his nightstand and unlocked a small drawer. Inside, there were at 

least twenty identical watches, exact copies of the one Kay had left with.  

Mr. Schiele smiled lightly, took one of the watches, inspected the leash and locked it 

on his wrist. 

 

 

 


